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Abstract

This repotc mimmarizes the reference ca.icep-
tual design of the MHD Engineering Test Facility
(ETF), a prototype 200 MWe coal -fired electric
generating plant designed to dostrate the
commercial feasibility of open cycle MHD. Main
elements of the design are identified and
explained, and the rationale behind them is
reviewed. Maj-3r systems and plant facilities are
listed and discussed. The report also presente
Cor.vtruction cost and schedule estimates, aM
ioen:ifies the engineering issues that should be
reexark `ned.

Introduction

The MHD Engineering Test Facility (ETF)
Project is a major element in the DOE program to
demonstrate tie commercial readiness of MtD/steam
power generation systems. Its objective is to
design, conbtruct, and operate an ETF by provid-
ing a prototype of an early commercial KD-
topping/steam-bottoming powerplant. The project
is in the design definition phase which will end
when a contract is awarded for design and
construction. This paper summarizes the forth-
coming Conceptual Design Engineering Report
(CDER), which completes one element of the design
definition. The CDER develops and elaborates on
the previously reported design concept i • 2 which
was based on a variety of preliminary system
engineering studies and component design studies.

This MY conceptual design is distinct from
other reported design studies of No powerplants
in that it is intended to be a reference design
for the MHD Program and be representative of the
potential which is inhe :o:-t in the engineering
under development. Tt does not explore new con-
cepts, but documents in detail a design incor-
porating the best features of the other studies.
Designs of components, not currently available
from vendors, were restricted to those under
active development in DOE programs having
schedules consistent with the ETF schedule.
These components include the coal combustor, NO
channel, diffuser, power inverter, superconduct-
ing magnet, and the heat and seed recovery
boiler. Designs of these components were pre-
pared in collaboration with the organizations

responsible for their development. Design
requirements for the components we-re prepared by
the ETF Project from overall plant require r.nts,
but the performance requirements were reviewed
with the other organizations, and interface
requirements were coordinated between organiza-
tions. An architect engineering firm integrated
the resulting designs into a complete plant
conforming to electric utility standards.

A number of design decisions were made, in
the course of pr-paring the conceptual design,
on a resumptive basis because an evaluation of
the alternatives could not be made in a timely
manner. These decisions were recorded as
"issues" to be reviewed after the completion of
the design; the Issues section of this paper
contains a partial listing of them.

The design process imposes arbitrary deci-
sions on a variety of issues that must ultimately
be resolved by the MtD development programs.
Selection of component designs and their features
for incorporation in the ETF repreaents only the
best judgement of the authors.

Plant Design Summary

The ETF conceptual design is for a self-
sufficient, 200 MWe powerplant consisting of a
coal-fired MHD topping cycle integrated with a
steam bottoming cycle. Baseload is the primary
mode o: operation, but it is capable of cycling
and part - load (down to 75% of full load) opera-
tion. Performance of the plant, under commercial
power generation conditions, is expected to meet
or surpass existing utility standards for operat-
ing costs, plant availability, safety, and dura-
bility. 'ibe plant is also expected to meet or
surpass all applicable federal, state and local
environmental regulations.

The ETF power summary 3 is given in Table 1.
At full load, 87 MWe gross power is generated by
the MHD channel and 128 MWe gross power is gener-
ated by the turbine generator. Plant auxiliaries
require 12 . 8 MWe, leaving a net power generation
of 202.2 MWe. Plant efficiency is 38.0%. ibis
is a conservative value; subsequent studies
predict improved performance for both the MHD
generator and the air separation plant which

*Prepared under DCE -NASA Interagency Agreement No. EF -77-A-01-2674
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Table 2

BIF SYS1U' I DLSICi1

PUNT'

PllttMt.'flRS

caseload
Power 202 MW :Ist
Load tangs 100 - 75% of ra,ing
Efficiency 38.01
11hanul input (coal) 532 MWt

would lead to an overall net plant efficiency of
38.64. During test operation, a capacity factor
of 23 percent (2,000 operating hours a year) is
expected. During commercial operation, however,
this factor should improve to 65 percent.

Table 1

my SYSM Pam SLPMY

MHD ELECM I GL POWER- W
HHD DC Paws— r Output	 a7.1
Inverter/Transformer loos	 -2.6
W AC Electrical Power Output

STTMi CYCLE EL.ECIRIC 'AL POWpt: Mar

Total SLOW Shaft Power 168.6
Cycle Compressor -23.4
ASU Compressor -12.3
Boiler Feed Rap -2.6

Net Shaft 'Power	 130.3
Turbogenerator Loss	 2.3
Electrical Power Output 	 T48:"6

GROSS PLANE EIECTRIGL OUTPUT: Md 	 212.5

AUXILIARY Pl1M R__iEt UIRD2 E=: MW	 -10.2

NEr PLANT fdEC'l1tICAL OUTPUT: W	 202.3

The EPF confil,uration3 , shown schematically
in Figure 1, is similar to those of the large
early commercial MD plant designs prepared by
Avco Everett Realarch Laboratory 4 (AERL) and
General Electric 7 under contract to NASA. The
M? design parameters are listed in Table 2. It
has a single subsonic MV power train which
generates nearly half of the total electric
power. T'he energy in the MHD exhaust generates
steam in the heat and seed recovery boiler to
produce additional electric power and to drive
the oxidant supply compressors. The oxidant is
oxygen enriciW air which is preheated to
11000 F using the MHD exhaust. Oxygen is
obtained from an high-efficiency on-site air-
separation plant. Seed reprocessing is assumed
to be performed off-site in this design, but
on-site capability may be added later.

Although the ETF design is similar to Chase
deveioped in studies of large ccmnetcial plants,
a number of parameters are significantly differ-
ent. At EPF size, the steam bottoming cycle is
predominant, and the efficient utilization of the
relatively large amount of heat lost to the walls
of the Mk0 component is critical. These factors
led to the selection	 of a lower oxygen
enrichment (301 vs 35%) and a shorter channel and
magnet (12 m vs 17 m) than did earlier studies.
Performance is maintained, but the EIF is sim-
pler, cheaper, and easier to build.

Plant equipment was selected and/or designed
to facilitate startups and shutdowns. Rates are
established by the conventional components such
as the steam drum and turbine and am comparable
to those of conventional plants.

PM Montana Rosebud Opal
Moisture 22.7'1 typical, 	 51 dry
Ash 8.7% typical
Sulfur 0.85`1 typical
MW 8,920 btu/lb, typical
Size, pulverised 70% through 200 mush

OXIDANT' Oxygen enriched air
Oxygen content 30% by volume
7W"rature 11000F
ASU efficioncy 221 kWh/Con equiva-

lent pure oxygen

(aDAL 020JSM TWO stage
Air/fuel squiv. ratio 0.90
Thermal input (coal) 532 Mt
Slag rejection 65%
Discharge pressure 66.4 ppsia
Discharge temperature 4,389

M, GENERATOR Diagonally-connected
Faraday

Channel length 12.1 m, active
16.0m, overall

L/D,	 inlet 27.0
Mach number 0.90 constant
Gross power output 87.1 Mile
Diffuser pressure 0.46

recovery factor
Inverter type Line commutated
Current consolidation 6 sources

MAGNET Rectangular saddle
Peak f meld 6 tesla
Length 12.1 m between 4

teals and 3.5 tesla
points

HEAT b SEED RECOVERY Radiant boiler, con-
vection pass and ESP

Radiant boiler Slagging
NDx control 2.2 sec residence

above 290ODF
Afterburner Final air/fuel ratio

- 1.05
Ash recovery 50%

Convection pass Super and reheater.
oxidant heater, and
H.T. economizer

ESP Efficiency 99.61 capture

SIUM KWER	 Subcritical, reheat
Conditions at turbine	 1815 psi/1000oF/

1000oF
C Wensor pressure 	 2.0 in. Hg
Cycle efficiency	 39.7%

Plant Site and Facilities

The MT- is designed for a hypothetical site
typical of potential powerplant sites in Montana.
It is at an elevation of 3300 feet where the
standard temperature and pressure are 42 OF and
13.0 psia. The site is relatively flat, with



good soil properties and adequate surface weLer
supplies.

The E1^ plant is shown in Figures 2 and 3
and is described in this section. Several major
facilities are designed to meet the special
requirements of an W/steam combined-cycle
power plant.

Mfl Building

The combustor, nozzle, channel, diffuser,
t.aconsolidation neork, and magnet assemblies are

Located in the MHD Building shown in Figures 4
and 5. Because high voltages and magnetic fields
will be prerant, , access to the area will be
restricted during operation. Therefore, the
placement of equipment and instruments will
require special attention to facilitate normal
maintenance during operating periods.

Equipment and suosystems in this building
are expected to be high maintenance items during
the early phases of operation and require ready
access. Cranes, hoists, and specialized tools
and techniques will be used to minimize repair
and replacement time.

TUrL,ine Generator Building

The main power equipment of the atean system
is located in this four level structure. Besides
the main turbine generator, the building houses
the main condenser, feedwater and booster pumps,
electrical equipment, piping, cables=, and the
control complex. A traveling bridge :risne ser-
vices the turbine hall area.

Mal ltewlina and Preparation

Major comp ants of the yard -coal-handling
facilities include two 30-day compacted piles of
raw coal, thawing sheds, unloading facilities,
conveyors, and bulldozers to prepare and move
coal. Preparation facilities include buildings
for coal pulverizing, drying, and feeding.

pooling Towers

The plant uses a cooling t ,*: complex having
eight mechanical-draft, evaporative-type cooling
tower cells.

Other Facilities

Other facilities include:

1. Yard Seed and Slag Handlings
2. Chemical Tre^cment Buildings
3. Water Intake and Discharge St.-ictures
4. Water Treatment Building
5. Storage Areas
6. Guard louse
7. Machine Shops
8. Shipping and Receiving
9. Oil Storage anduse
10. Gas Turbine (Backup =r Installation
11. Auxiliary Boiler Building

oxidant Supply

The system supplies pressurized oxidant, air
.enriched to 30% oxygen by volume, to the HR/SR
where it is preheated an route to the coal com-
bustor. The oxidant is prepared by blending air
with medium purity (70`1) oxygen produced in a
cryogenic ASU. Its design is based on previously
reported performance and economic studies
and is raarly identical to the blast fyrnsce
oxygen enrichment system at Schwelgern which
has been operating reliably since 1973. The high
efficiency of the E T unit results from the use
of an ASU producing 70% oxygen, the use of an
uncooled axial-flow oxidant compressor instead of
separate air and oxygen compressors, and thse use
of an intercooled aftercooled axial-radial com-
pressor to supply air to the ASU. Steam turbines
power the compressors.

The oxidant supply incorporates s,,eral
features for plant startup, testing, and relia-
bility. It uses three 50.-capacity oxidant com-
pressors. Unit 3 is driven by an electric motor
to provide oxidant prior to the availability of
steam. It also allows operation of the ASU
while the plant is down by supplying .air to the
ASU via a bypass. On startup, this eliminates
the several-day wait which would otherwise be
required to cool the ASU. The system also
provides for the manufacture and storage of
liquid oxygen product which can be used during
startup, peaking, and ASU maintenance periods.

M D Power Train

The power train design is an assembly of com-
ponent designs based on technology to be tested
at the Component Development and Integration
Facility (CDIF). The MILD generator (channel,
diffuser and consolidation circuitry) is adapted
from the 280 MWt ETF design prepared by AFRLil
(its channel is a scale up of the CDIF IAl
channel). The EfF channel is of the diagonally-

HR/SR Building
i

This building shelters the boiler section of
the hat/SR unit and provides access to the equip-

'

	

	 meet. Normal boiler enclosure practice is
followed.

Air and Oxidant Compressor Building
I

The oxidant and air-separation-unit (ASU)
compressors reside in this building separated by
concrete blast walls. the ASU itself is located

i
on an adjacent concrete slab.

Inverter Building

The inverter -bridge thyristor stacks, their
smoothing reactors, and buswork are housed in
this building and c:,oled by a forced air system.
It is a high voltage hazard area. 7be inverter
transformers and filter capacitors are located

f	
outside.

Control Complex
Y
h

Operation of the plant is controlled and
monitored from the main control room. It is
designed to provide a safe- evacuation zone in
the event of plant malfunctions which could
endanger operating personnel.

Administration and Service Building

This building contains offices, dispensary,
study rooms, training area, lavatory facilities,
cafeteria, meeting roams, storage area, janitor-
ial facilities, and a machine shop.



connected Faraday type with barwall insulator
walls. It incorporates the following modifica-
tions recammnded by the AAERL staff:

1. Extension of the electrode structure to
regions of magnetic fields of less than 0.5
teals to prevent electrical shorting of the
Hall potential,

2. Reduction of electrode segmentation from 100
to 58 electrodes/motor,

3. Addition of external trusses to the primary
structure,

4. Provision of current consolidation between
transverss anode segments to limit fault
power dissipation to approximately 1 Lw,

5. Utilization of the diffuser for steam genera
tion.

Outline diagrams and design parameters for
the coal cod-istor were provided by the TRW
Defense and Space Systems Group, based on their
development work at 20 MJt. 11he combustor is
a two-stage unit combininngg two first-stage
combustors with one second-stage combustor.
Oombustion gases from the first-stage combustors
spiral toward each other, turn through 900 as
they merge into one stream, pass thrnugh the
second-stage combustor, and discharge through
the nozzle to the MHD generator. The first-
stage combustors gasify the coal and remove the
coal ash as slag, while the second-stage com-
pletes combustion and produces the plasma. This
design provides

1. relatively low neat loss and pressure drop,

2. high carbon utilization,

3. effective slag rejection, and

4. good operational characteristics, including
rapid startup and shutdown.

Magnet

The superconducting magnet design, based
on the results of studies conducted by
MIT/FBNML 12 , incorporates copper-stabilized
niobium-titanium coils in a rectangular saddle
configuration similar to those of the magnet
being built by the General Electric Campsay for
the DOE CDIF. The magnet has a tapered bore of
rectangular cross-section, increasing in area
toward the downstream end, and designed to
accamodate the MHD channel, power takeoffs and
cooling lines. A water-cooled warm bore liner
protects the magnet from loss-of-containment in
the channel. The magnet provides a 6 tesla peak
magnetic field with a taper toward the down-
stream end corresponding to the spread in the
saddle coils required to accomodate the taper in
the warm bore. No racetracks or other special
windings are used to shape the field.

The rectangular cross-section of the warm
bore permits the coil size to be determined by
the size of the channel structure. The long
axis of the rectangle is horizontal and parallel
to the field direction, so that space for leAs
and cooling lines is provided on both sides of

the channel structure without encroaching on
space required for the coils.

The overall magnet system is an integration
of the seagnet assembly, cryogenic support equip-
ment power supply, protection and control
cirei cry, and vacuum pumpir4L equipment. The
magma is provided with tracks and rollers to
enable it to be rolled 34 feet to the side to
permit channel changeout.

1, f eat RecovacY!Seed Recovery

Gas discharges from the MHD power train at
about 35000 F. Its energv is utilized by the
HR/SR for steam generation and oxidant preheat.
Seed recovery and emissions control are also
accomplished in the HR/SR. The major components
of the HR./SR are the Boiler and -.he electro-
static precipitator (ESP) and its design is
based on c lttual design studies by Babtwck
and Wilcox .

Bel lur

The boiler., shown in Figure 6, is a balanced-
draft, subcritical, drum-type unit. It is com-
prised of a radiant boiler and a conve:tion pass
containing the superheater, rehester, economizer,
and MM oxidant heater.

Radiant Boiler The radiant boiler is of con-
ventional ambrase-wall eonstru:tion, formed from
vertical tubes placed on close centers. The
radiant boiler is divided into two sections, a
refractory-lined lower section where NOx is
reduced, and a bare-met7l upper section where
the combustion of the flue gas is completed
(Afterburning). The refractory lining improves
NO reduction by limiting the gas cooling rate,
Q reduces corrosion caused by the required
reducing atmosphere. Afterburn air is added in
the upper section to make the gas slightly oxi-
dising at a stoichiometry of 1.05. The slow rate
of combustion plus high heat loss to the bare
meal walls prevents the temperature from rising
to levels at which NOx could reform. A slag
tap at the bottom of the boiler removes 40 per-
cent of the slag carried over from the combustor.

Superheater Stearn, formed in the boiler
wall-s,- s separated frum the two phase mixture
in the boiler drum and superheated to 10050 F
in a three section superheater. Spray attemper-
ation prevents overneating of the steam.

Reheater Cold reheat steam, discharged from
the Eig ressure turbine, is piped to a two
section reheater for reheat to 10000F. A spray
attemperation unit prevents overheating of the
steam.

Oxidant Heater The oxidant heater is a gas-
to-gas heatsexchanger which heats the oxidant
discharged from the compressors to 1100 0 F.
During startup, the oxidant is heated by an oil-
fired vitiation heater which also serves to pre-
heat the HR/SR and the turbines.

High Temperature Economizer The high tem-
perature economizer heats reedwater using the
MHD exhaust gases.  



`	 Electrostatic Precipitator (ESP)

Thee ESP raw ws N.6% of the particulates
(priaaril mood) entrained in the gas discharged
item the high temperature economizer.

Stein Power System?

The steam generated in the IM/SR Mowers a
conventional turbine generator to produce Adi-
tiot»al plant electrical power and powers ttn;bines
to drive the compressors and boiler fwd pulps
(BFP).

Mair. and Reheat Steam

The main steam piping conveys steam at 1815
psi and 100(PF to th+e high pressure (HP) tur-
bite. Mld reheat steam from HP turbine exhaust
is reheated to 10050 F and directed to the
intermediate pressure (IP) turbine and to the
cm4noseor and BFP turbine drives. The steam
discharge from the IP turbine is expanded in the
low pressure (LP) turbine and discharged to the
main condenser. Attemperation in the repeater
is provided by the use of feedwater fr<m an
interstage bleed on the BFP, and in tbt super-
neater b^ use of feedwater :ran the BFP
discharge. The main turbine generator is rated
at 128,044 kW/153 kVA and is hydrogen cooled.

Steam Bypass and Startup

This system bypasses the HP turbine by
directing steam from the superheats header to
the cold-reheat header, and bypasses the IP and
LP turbi"s by directing steam from the hot-
reheat :wader to the mein condenser. Attempera-
tion is provided for both the HP bypass steam
and LP bypass steam by feedwater taken from the
BFP discharge. Interlocks prevent steam bypass-
ing if water flow is interrupted. The main con-
denser is protected by pressure and temperature
switches that close the bypass valve during
aDnor mal operation.

The HP bypass control valves can be regulated
during cold or warnsstartup to control generated
steam pressure. Once steam flow is established
through the reheater, the turbine metal tempera-
tures can be increased at the required rate.

stoeage to the eoalicp^ passages of the MWehan-
nel. tt then cools about one third of the gas
leaving the ESP in the low temperature
economizer, and after being raised to boiler
pressure by the BFP, passes through three stages
of feedwater heating. Finally it is used to
cool the flue ges in the high temperature
economizer and cool the MV combustor before
being converted to steam in the 1R/SA.

Feedwater Neater Drips

'This system maintains normal condensate
levels in the feedwater heaters and controls flow
of condensate to the deaerstor. An important
fjtction of this systew is to prevent water-slug,
surges from entering the zurbi— blading stages
via the extraction-stew piping to the heaters.

Feedwater-Heater and Miscellaneous Drains.
ta, amILMS

ibis system drains and vents the feedwater
heaters to the win condenser, and conveys ron-
deniate from miscellaneous steam line drains to
the main condenser.

Wrldenser Air Removal

Non-condensable gases are exhausted from the
main and auxiliary condensers by steam-jet-air-
eiector and rotary-vacuum-pump systwo which can
bM used sickly or in parallel.

C:irculatina Water

ibis system supplies cooling water to the
main and auxiliary condensers to the compressor
intercoolers and aftsrcoolers, and to the closed
cycle heat exchangers. The returning water is
cooled by the evegnrativee cooling towers.

Auxiliary Systems

Auxiliary Steam

Auxiliary boilers provide upp to 270,000
pounds per hour of 115 psi, 3500E steam for
plant heating and auxiliary services during
plant startup and operation.

Boiler Flue Gas
Extraction Steam

Steam is extracted from the main turbine
cycle at four stage points and used for feedwater
heating.

Condensate

Exhaust steam from the LP turbine and the
BFP turbine drives is condensed in the main
condenser. Steam from the compressor-drive
turbines is condensed in individual condensers.
The condensate drains to the gain condenser.
Condensate is pumped from the main condenser
hotwell and is utilized for cooling in the
steam-seal exhauster. Condensate quality is
maintained by passing through a full flow
demineralizer prior to entering a deaerating
feedwater heater.

Boiler Feedwater

Boiler feedwater is pumped from deaerat..

After particulates are removed from the
boiler flue gas by the ESP, the flow is split
into separate streams and used Eor

1. coal drying and transport,
2. coal (pressurized) injection,
3. afterburn air heating and dilution, and
4. feedwater heating.

Flue gas, after being used for coal drying
and transport, is stripped of coal fines in the
bag house. The recombined streams of flue gas
are exhausted from the plant stack to the
ac.impnere by induction fans. The boiler-flue-
gaa system, includes flue gas ducts from the
boiler discharge through the ESP, the low tan-
parature economizer, to exhaust to atmosphere.

coal Management

At baseload, the ETF requires processing of
102 tons of coal per hour which is delivered in



unit trains. fiere are provision for thawing,
dumping, weighing, and transporting the coal to
storage bunkers. Excess coal is compacted in
two 30 day capacity storage piles. Coal to be
fired is transported to active storage in
tankers, weighed, and fed to the pulverizgrs.
It is then pulverized to 70 percent thrcugh 200
mesh, dried, and transported to preshuriy.rd
locklwppers by flue gas. Pressurizold flue gas
then fluidizes and transports the pulverized
coal through the injection lines to the cam-
bustor.

Seed Manasanent
Now potassium-carbonate seed (K3) is

delivered to the.site in sealed rail cars and
move: to a sealed storage silo. Reclaimed
seed, primarily potassium sulfate (K SO4),
is similarly loaded into a storage silo with
excess seed going to on-site storage. Measured
amounts of K2^03 and Kam , are trans-
ported through the ppuulver7zing mills by an air
stream. Cyclones titim separate the seod from
the transport air and drop the seed into pressur-
ized lockhoppers. Seed is injected into the com-
bustor by pressurized oxidant.

Slag Management

A maximum of 14 tons of slag per hour gener-
ated by coal combustion is removed by this eye-
tom. The slag removal equipment is designed for
the removal of 10 tons per hour of slag from the
pressurized combustor, 4 tons per hour of a slag
through a trap in the boiler (non-pressurized),
and the removal of particulates from the ESP.

Electrical

The electrical system delivers the electrical
power generated by EM to the utility grid; dis-
tributes power to the auxiliary systems for
startup, shutdown, and normal operation; supplies
emergency power to the EIF plant critical loads
to allow an orderly emergency shutdown when
normal power is lost; and provides a uninterrup-
tible power supply for essential plant equipment
(such as computer, instrumentation, and controls
(IhC)). Unit synchronization is automatic with
manual selects.

The primary load centers of EIF are connected
through a ring bus. These 138 kV load centers
are, in order:

1. The MHD power train, through the inverter bus
step-up transformer.

2. First utility grid line.

3. Service transformer for topping cycle auxili-
ary loads, and the oxidant compressor motor
transformer.

4. Service transformer for bottoming plant
loads,
including coal management.

5. Second utility grid line.

6. Steam turbogenerator, through its step-up
transformer.

The electrical system configuration ensures that

power will be available Eras off-site during
startup, shutdown. or loss of one utility line.
It provides a means of staetieg largemotors
which does not reflect the voltage drop through
the entire distribution system. It furnishes a
protective relay aystem, which isolates and
interrupts faultsat all voltage levels with a
minimum disturbance. But interconnects provide
sufficient station service transformer capacity
to met the total plant pown:e requirements even
if one of the transfonwrs fails. if power from
the ring bus is lost, the critical 1,.3ds are
maintained by automatic start, self-synchronizing
gas turbine gererator nits. The most essential
plant equipment is serviced through a bypmus by
a battery-powered ninterruptible supply.

Plant Services

A mcdor of conventional plant services are
required to support the MY.

Closed Cycle Cooling Water

The closed cycle cooling water system cir-
culates cooled. treated water through a closed
loop system to equipment in the TUrbine-
generator and Compressor Buildings, the HR/SR
Building, and the MoD Building. Main equipment
serviced includes:

1. Turbogenerator hydrogen and oil coolers,
2. Condensate. BFW and booster pumas,
3. Pulverizer mills,
4. Magnot warm-bore liner,
5. Flue gas blowers and fan bearings.
6, ASU and compressors.

Plant Makeup Water

The cooling towers are the main users of
plant makeup water, but other plant systems are
also supplied. Sources for makeup aro a com-
bination of commercial supply and local ground
water and streams. Storage tanks include a
400,000 gallon nit for filtered water and
fire-protection -water backup, and a 300,000
gallon unit for raw water.

Sampling

The sampling system collects, conditions, and
analyzes water and steam samples for their rsrti-
nent chemical characteristics. Selected samples
are analyzed and their properties recorded on a
continuous basis.

Industrial Gas

Iris system provides plant service air and
instrument air from a single header. Dry, clean
and oil-free gases at 140 psi are also available
throughout the plant for miscellaneous purposes.

Fuel oil

The fuel oil system provides storage and
transport of fuel oil from the unloading area to
the transfer tanks and supplies fuel oil to the

1. auxiliary and building boilers,
2. emergency power supply and fire pump, and
3. vitiation air heater ( for startup only).

t ;1.:
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Oil is stored in a min 840 thousand gallont	
capacity tank, in individual below-gco"
emergency tanks, and in day tanks.

Plant Industrial Waste

The plant industrial waste #yet= collects,
stores, transfers, end processes, as needed, the
Liquid and sanitary wastes getwrated throughout
the plant. Resultant effluent discharges comply
with governam tal and industrial standards.
Major sources of waste are the

!.. coal pile runoff,
2. chimney and air heater wash,
3. demineralizer regenerative wastes,
4. building drains,
.1. wastewater treatment,
6. fuel oil area runoff,
7. plant yard drainage,
8. sanitary waste.

Oil contamination wastes pass hrough :aclsicer
tanks. Sanitary wastes are treated in the
sewage treatment area before discharge.

Fire Service Water

Fire service water provides the mearo to
detect and combat facility fires. In addition to
water, stored in two separate tanks, specialised
fire suppression fluids and techniques are pro-
vided.

Domestic Services

The supply and maintenance of potable water
and the diaposal of sanitary waste are apecial-
ized functions listed separately for emphasis.
They are also included under the Plant-
Industrial-Waste and Plant-Makeup-Water systems.

Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning

Services are provided for

1. protection against freezing of water
supplies,

2. comfortable working environments,
3. dilution of odors,
4. controlled environments for temperature-

humidity sensitive equipment.

Major load zones include the Administration,
Compressor, MM, and Inverter Buildings; the
Consolidation Area; and the Main-Control and
Relay Rooms.

Plant Costs

Costing Procedure

The cost estimate was prepared in the ETF
code-of-account structure. It is basically the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
account structure used by the Utility industry,
modified to Provide accounts for the MHO equip-
ment (No. 317). In addition to the principal
accounts, cost categories of "Engineering" and
"Other Costs" are included using factors speci-
fiel by DOE/MHD.

Total cost is for overnight construction;
i.e. escalation and allowance for funds during

construction are not included. costs are in
first quarter, 1981 dollars.

MI

cmnwwetsion for costs from one time period to
another was based on the Randy Whiteman Iddox,
which is the Electric Utility Construction Index,
for the Plateau Region. Because the subsystems
of Account No. 317 are not included in the index,
escalation data is for Account No. 314. Wrbo-
gensrator Unitt. Over the last ten years,
equipment costs in that category have escalated
at a compounded rate of 9.5 percent a year.

11e cost of components and materials was
developed from the following:

1. Vendor data - most accurate.

2. Reference cost - primarily fot high technol-
ogy items. 'or the major cost items, the
mmrgmmet, ASU, oxidant supply and Ht/Ht checks
were made aced close comparisa u with vendor
estimates were observed.

3. Analogous costs - em"riscui with existirg
powerplant subsystems after scaling and nor-
malizing to present dollars.

4. .Tudg^nnt - confined to minor effects suxh as
buildirig construction differences, piping
and electrical complexity and electrical and
I64C quantities.

Principal Account Values

Total direct costs for the MY are $316
million. Individual subsystems of major impact
are;

Acct.M	 Description	 Cost	 106

312.1 Coal Handling 6 Processing 	 13.7
312.41 Ht/SR	 35.5
312.51 ESP	 8.1
314.1 Steam Turbine Generator 	 14.7
315.3 Plant (ontrol Equipment 	 11.0
315.4 Bulk Cmv dities 	 12.3
317,1 Canbustion Equipment	 13.3
317.2 MHD Generator	 9.4
317.3 Magnet System 	 53.5
317.4 Consolidation and Inversion 11.1
317.5 Oxidant Supply	 11.4
317.6 Seed System	 9.3
317.7 ASU	 21.1

With assigned factors for "Engineering" and
"Other Costs", total plant cost for overnight
construction is $350 million.

Construction in Montana, rather than selec-
tion of an average ('Middletown") U.S. site,
would reduce direct costs by 8percent. For
completion in 1991, using an illustrative 9
percent for interest and escalation, the multi-
p:ier would be 2.4.

Confidence Levels

Tolerance on costs were assumed to be a per-
centage of assigned contingency factors. All
tolerances, for a worst case assessment, were
taken as positive. Estimated correlations were:



Qontigow	 Tolerance x cyst VOL2. 8 to

15	 +10	 152.4

3300	 + 5500	 122. d

Total MWOKIN system tolerance then would be 26
percent with an expected rase of error between
10 and ld percent. This *"ta to an additional
$89 million plant capital cos y, for a maximum
total ce ital cost of $404,9 ,aillion and a Mai-
mumtotal plant cast of $439.5 million.

Schedulesless
Construction profiles were prepared in the

fort" of Wit charts to specifically include the
phases of.

1. Preliminary design (DM Title 1)
2. Definitive design (DOE 'title 11)
3. Procurement, fabrication. and Conutruction
4. Testiccn̂^ (checkout)
5. Operations

a. Test facility
b. Ccmmsrcial facility.

The schedule includes all tasks from incep-
tion of design to operation as a com ircial
facility. Oonaistent with standard powerplant
procedures, a (minus) year of site activities and
environmental impact analysis in shown preceding
the first stage of design. Preliminary design
occurs for 2 1/2 years with magnet subsystem
design being the long-term subsystem activity.

Definitive design extends to month 50, but
its early stages procowls in parallel with pre-
liminary design. Goal.-myenagament, boiler-flue-
gas, and circulating-water systems are among
rhnsa requiring the longest design periods.

Major items for procurement, fabrication, and
construction aLi t:he boiler assembly, turbine
generator, combustor, channel, magnet, and inver-
ter transformers. The boiler requires extensive
on-site construction: the turbine generator has a
long manufacturing (factory) scmadule. Schedu-
ling of these major systems is well defined for
powerplants. On the topping side, the combustor
system will be the first equipment activated.
The magnet will require field fabrication and
assembly. This may require naquenced construc-
tion of the adjacent structures to allow for
nandling equipment and laydown. The channel,
the inverters, and auxiliary electrical
equipment will require long-lead design and
manufacturing times.

Coordinated checkout is estimated at 11
months before turnover of the plant to the
owner. The plant will go on stream at month79.
The test operational phase will then proceed for
2 1/2 years beginning with six months of short
duration runs at loads progressing up to base
load. During this period, I&C will be verified,
subsystem "signature" data will be obtained, and
in-service inspection techniques will be estab-
lished. After the remaining two years of opera-
tional testing, including ran durations of at
least 2000 hours, commerri`l operation will be
initiated and continue f%,r 27 1/2 years.

tss^ue#

Section 5.1 of the CM outlines the arses
(issues) which lack sufficient definition der to
the developssntal nature of the project and makes
reeamnrndatione for their further study and
resolution. Sane ETln design features were pre-
!+mpt ively defined to allow the rat of the
sign to to most of does cases, there
w e we- then one ^reasoeanble approach which sat
the requirements, but no clear-cut overall advan-
tage could be discerned for a given choice.
These selections included:

1. Seed reprocessing is performed off-site,
rather than by contructing a processing
facility within the UP.

2. The M D channel is a:cased for service and
replacement, breaking flow train connections
and rolling the magnet assembly aside " a
single unit. The alternative is to remove
the diffuser.

3. A high-efficiency subsonic channel was
selected over the less-critical supersonic
design.

4. The c tessors and plant auxiliaries are
driven	 steam turbines. Preliminary
studies	 GAT indicate that the use of
electric motors may simplify the design and
increase efficiency somewhat.

5. The MFD channel is direc t":-cooldd by boiler
foedwater. An isolated er,*Aing loop for
this system would simplify maintenance.

6. Power is not generated in the fringe msg-
netic fields at the entrance an exit ofd	 the
Channel.

7. Flue ggaas was selected over .fitrogen for dry-
ing the coal.

Several design options were not incorporated
because they required components that are not
under active development by DOE or were not
available during the preparation of the design.
These include:

1. The design of the channel to provide a uni-
form electrode current distribution and
thereby greatly simplify the current consol-
idation network and the inverters.

2. The use of regenerative cooling of the
combustor by the incoming oxidant, thereby
eliminating the oxidant heater in the hat/SR
and generally simplifying the plant.

3. The use of a split magnet design whose
halves could be rolled apart to expose the
channel for inspection and maintenance. The
design may also reduce costs by reducing the
required size of the warm bore.

Conclusions

The ETF' conceptual design integrates designs
of the MlD Power Train, the superconducting mag-
net, and the HR/SR system with conventional power
plant systems into a self-sufficient, coal-fired,
200 MWe, MhD/steam powerplant which has an effi-
ciency of 38.0% and an overnight construction
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